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When questions relating to how a touch DNA sample from a specific individual got to where it was sam-
pled from, one has limited data available to provide an assessment on the likelihood of specific transfer
events within a proposed scenario. This data is mainly related to the impact of some key variables affect-
ing transfer that are derived from structured experiments. Here we consider the effects of unstructured
social interactions on the transfer of touch DNA. Unscripted social exchanges of three individuals having a
drink together while sitting at a table were video recorded and DNA samples were collected and profiled
from all relevant items touched during each sitting. Attempts were made to analyze when and how DNA
was transferred from one object to another. The analyses demonstrate that simple minor everyday inter-
actions involving only a few items in some instances lead to detectable DNA being transferred among
individuals and objects without them having contacted each other through secondary and further trans-
fer. Transfer was also observed to be bi-directional. Furthermore, DNA of unknown source on hands or
objects can be transferred and interfere with the interpretation of profiles generated from targeted
touched surfaces. This study provides further insight into the transfer of DNA that may be useful when
considering the likelihood of alternate scenarios of how a DNA sample got to where it was found.

� 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years the forensic community has seen a number of
significant improvements in the field of forensic DNA. One of these
is the ever decreasing quantities of target DNA that can now be
detected and successfully amplified to generate profiles [1]. Often,
there is no dispute to the identity of the individual from whom the
DNA in question has originated, yet the mode by which the DNA
got to where it was collected from is frequently questioned. Sce-
narios incorporating multiple DNA transfer steps, rather than
direct transfer, are increasingly being raised in court as potential
means for the presence of the defendants DNA at the crime scene
or on a piece of evidence. This has prompted several investigations
into DNA transfer under very controlled and semi-controlled con-
ditions [2–15]; however little is published about DNA transfer in
‘‘uncontrolled’’ or real life situations. The benefit of conducting
controlled experiments is that it allows for the impact of specific
variables to be investigated independently. However, the added
effects of other, unknown variables and all their interactions will
also impact transfer outcomes. Whilst utilizing general informa-
tion on the effects of specific variables to predict the likelihood
of DNA being transferred in particular situations can be helpful,
the resultant picture could be over-simplified and potentially
result in miss-representation of the results in court when estimat-
ing transfer possibility. There is thus a need to evaluate DNA trans-
fer in a more holistic manner.

Two or more individuals coming together and communicating
forms the basis of any social interaction and, thus, is one of the
most common situations in which DNA is transferred. Here we
focus on a small social everyday setting incorporating three partic-
ipants sitting at a table sharing a drink (one central jug and individ-
ual glasses) over a 20 min period. We examine the effects of
multiple direct and indirect transfer of DNA amongst this small
group of people and objects. This was facilitated by video record-
ings of all interactions, in combination with the DNA results
obtained, so that the occurrence or lack thereof, of specific sources
of DNA from test surfaces collected post sitting could be effectively
interpreted. Preliminary results of a subset of these tests were pre-
sented previously within conference proceedings [16] and here we
present a fuller analysis of an extended investigation as well as
provide the supporting data.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental design

Three individuals participated in a social interaction of having a
drink of juice together for the duration of 20 min. Participants were
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invited to have a drink and chat while participating in a blind
experiment that was going to be video recorded. Participants were
invited to take a seat; however the seats were not allocated but
chosen at random by the participants. The participants sat on
chairs with plastic armrests around a table and drank from individ-
ual glasses while using a communal jug filled with juice. The inter-
actions were unscripted and participants were not informed about
the specific aims of the experiment. The participants did not wash
their hands prior to the experiment. All the interactions by the par-
ticipants during the experiments were recorded with two video
cameras and the duration and sequence of person to person, per-
son to object and object to object contacts were analyzed. The
experiment was repeated five times, each time with a different
set of participants.
2.2. Experiment preparation and sample collection

A new set of glasses were cleaned and used for each experi-
ment; the table, chair armrests and jug were cleaned prior to and
re-used for each experiment. All relevant surfaces were cleaned
as per laboratory procedures. In the first experiment, 0.05% hypo-
chlorite and 70% ethanol were used; whereas 1% hypochlorite
and 70% ethanol were used in all subsequent experiments. The
change was due to the implementation of new laboratory operat-
ing procedures triggered by the introduction into routine casework
of the more sensitive DNA profiling system Power Plex 21 (Pro-
mega) [17]. Additionally, all the glasses and the jug were exposed
to UV light for 2 h post-cleaning.
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Fig. 1. Movements of unknown profiles A (related to Participant 1) and B (related to Part
tested surfaces (with arrows indicating the contacts made and the sequence of the conta
that may have led to DNA transfer; not all actions and contacts are depicted in this fig
participants is available in the Supplementary Table 1. ⁄During action 9, Participant 1 touc
This is the most likely means of how the unknown profile A arrived on the right segme
Control samples were taken from the segments of the table, top
of chair arms, entire jug and glasses prior to each experiment.

At the completion of each experiment, samples were taken from
the segments of the table, chair arms (top only), jug handle, the
remaining surface of the jug, entire outer surface of the glasses
and the left and right hands of each participant using the wet
and dry double swabbing technique (Coplan cotton swabs). Partic-
ipants were informed that hand samples were to be taken after the
experiment completion. The table was divided into six segments,
with the two areas (left and right) in front and nearest to each of
the three participants allocated to them (Fig. 1); all segments were
sampled separately. The hand swabs were not taken from partici-
pants after Experiment 1.
2.3. Saliva test

To evaluate possible contributions of saliva derived DNA to the
samples collected, due to participants speaking over the test sur-
faces and items, and its impact on the interpretation of DNA
results, the experiment was repeated a sixth time. On this occasion
all experimental surfaces were sampled pre- and post- sitting and
tested for presence of saliva using Rapid Stain Identification of
Human Saliva or RSID™-Saliva (Independent Forensics) as per
manufacturer’s instructions.
2.4. Videoing

Two video cameras were positioned such that all interactions
could be readily observed. Each camera was set-up to record from
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different angle. The second camera was used primarily as a backup
in case of any issues with the primary camera and/or if a specific
interaction was partly obscured so that the occurrence could still
be analyzed. All interactions were categorized and listed against
a time line within each experiment.
2.5. Sample processing and analysis

DNA was extracted, quantified, amplified and analyzed as per
manufacturer recommendation’s, using a DNA IQ™ System
(Promega), Quantifiler™ (Life Technologies), a Power Plex�21 STR
multiplex kit (Promega), 3500xL Genetic Analyser (Life Technolo-
gies) and GeneMapper™ IDx Software (Life Technologies). DNA
profiles were analyzed with STRmix™ (ESR with Forensic Science
South Australia) statistical software to determine the non exclu-
sion/exclusion of persons of interest within DNA profiles obtained
and the strength of the inclusion where applicable.
3. Results

3.1. Controls

3.1.1. Test surfaces
No DNA was detected on the jug, glasses or table segments prior

to each experiment. This was also the case for the chair arms in the
last four experiments; mixed DNA profiles from four people were
detected on two of the three chairs in the first experiment. All par-
ticipants were excluded as contributors to these mixtures. This is
most likely due to the less effective cleaning when using lower per-
centage hypochlorite that was used in the first experiment. Com-
ponents of these DNA mixtures were detected as minor
components in the profiles obtained from the glass, jug handle
and table segments in the first experiment (Section 3.2.8; Fig. 1).
3.1.2. Saliva test
No saliva was detected on any of the tested surfaces including

chairs, table, glasses and jug.
3.2. Experimental results

3.2.1. General
Quantifiable DNA was found on most surfaces and items tested

(Table 1). Where mixed DNA profile component proportions were
different enough to identify the major and minor contributors to
the mixture this information was also recorded. The number of
contributors recorded for each of the tested surfaces in Table 1 is
the minimum number of contributors required to explain the
observed result. Unknown DNA profiles were detected on a num-
ber of experimental surfaces and items. The origin of this unknown
DNA was traced to a specific person or item in some circumstances,
but not in others (Table 1).

None of the chair arms, table segments nearest to the sitter and
glasses were touched by anyone other than the associated sitter
and the only object touched by multiple participants was the jug.
The jug was placed central relative to all the participants and the
review of the recordings showed that the jug remained relatively
central.

The participants did not touch each other during the experi-
ments but touched the chairs on which they were sitting, their seg-
ments of the table, the glasses (including the bottom of the glass on
some occasions), the jug and jug handle, their own clothing as well
as several personal items (Supplementary Table 1). In some
instances, participants touched more than one item at the same
time; either with the same hand or both hands.
Additionally, in the fifth experiment, one of the participants
(Participant 3) placed a personal item (mobile phone) onto the
table at the commencement of the experiment and it remained
on the section of the table associated with this sitter for the dura-
tion of the experiment without it being touched by the participant.
The profile obtained from this section of the table contained a three
person mixture with two unknown profiles, however because the
phone was not tested the origin of this unknown DNA could not
be confirmed.
3.2.2. Chairs
The chairs were contacted 0–3 times by the participants ranging

in duration from 2 s to 3 min and 55 s. Not surprisingly, in the first
experiment where background levels of DNA were detectable after
cleaning in two of the samples (13.3%), mixtures of DNA from four
people were detected after completion of the experiment. All par-
ticipants were excluded as contributors to these DNA mixtures
(Table 1, Fig. 1 and Section 3.2.8).

Of the remaining thirteen chairs, one chair did not contain any
DNA (6.7%; Participant 1, Experiment 2) and a review of the exper-
iment recordings showed that the person sitting in the chair (sit-
ter) did not touch the chair handles during the experiment. A
third of the chair samples contained three person mixtures where
all three participants, including the person sitting in the chair,
were not excluded as contributors. Forty percent of the chair sam-
ples produced three person mixtures from which only the sitter
was not excluded with the remaining two contributors not match-
ing any of the participants and termed ‘‘unknown profiles’’. One
chair sample (6.7%) failed during the amplification process and
was excluded from further analyses (Participant 1, Experiment 5)
(Table 1).
3.2.3. Table
Personal segments of the table were contacted 0–3 times by the

participants ranging in duration from 5 s to 6 min 20 s (Supple-
mentary Table 1).

No DNA was detected in one of the table samples (3.4%; Partic-
ipant 3, Experiment 1). Four person mixtures were observed in 10%
of the samples. All three participants were not excluded in two of
these four person mixtures; only the sitter was not excluded in the
other mixed sample. Three person mixtures were obtained from
60% of the table samples. Of these, 44.4% matched the sitter and
the remaining two contributors were unknown profiles; 16.7%
matched the sitter, one other participant (that did not touch the
table) and contained an unknown profile; 33.3% of the samples
matched a participant other than the sitter and contained two
unknown profiles; and in 5.6% of the samples none of the partici-
pants were detected (Table 1).

Overall, in 30% of the table samples a profile was generated
from which all participants were excluded (i.e. all contributors
were ‘‘unknown source profiles’’). For this category, 55.6% of sam-
ples obtained were mixtures and 44.4% were single source profiles.
The mixtures were further separated into three person mixtures
(accounting for 5.6% of all the three person mixtures) and two per-
son mixtures (accounting for all two person mixtures obtained
from the table samples). Notably, all single source and two person
mixtures fell into this category.

Interestingly, 23.3% of the samples collected from table seg-
ments contained distinguishable DNA profiles (unknown profiles)
that did not match any of the participants but did, match the
unknown profiles detected both on the hands of the participants
as well as glasses, jug and chair arms. See Figs. 1 and 2 for exam-
ples and proposed mechanisms of how the DNA got to where it
was collected from based on the interpretation of the video obser-
vations of actions.



Table 1
DNA results obtained in the five experiments from each experimental surface post sitting (note: hands were not sampled in experiment 1).

Surface Experiment Participant
1

Participant
2

Participant
3

Unknown profiles Notes

Chair-participant
1

Experiment
1

EX EX EX 4 unknown profiles;
Unknown profile A*

4 person mixture; u/k profile A* on control
swab of chair

Experiment
2

n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile obtained

Experiment
3

NE-Minor EX EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
4

NE-Major NE-Major NE-Minor None 3 person mixture

Experiment
5

n/a n/a n/a n/a Failed amplification

Chair-participant
2

Experiment
1

EX EX EX 4 unknown profiles;
Unknown profile B*

4 person mixture: u/k profile B on control
swab of the chair

Experiment
2

EX NE-Major EX 2 unknown profiles;
Unknown profile D

3 person mixture

Experiment
3

NE-Minor NE-Major NE-Minor None 3 person mixture

Experiment
4

NE-Minor NE-Major NE-Minor None 3 person mixture

Experiment
5

EX NE EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Chair-participant
3

Experiment
1

EX EX NE-Minor 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
2

EX EX NE-Minor 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
3

NE-Minor NE-Minor NE-Major None 3 person mixture

Experiment
4

EX EX NE-Major 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
5

NE-Minor NE-Major NE-Minor None 3 person mixture

Table areas-
participant 1

Experiment
1

Top/Left NE-Major NE-Major EX Unknown profile A* 3 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

NE-Major NE-Major EX Unknown profile A* 3 person mixture

Experiment
2

Top/Left NE-Minor NE-Minor NE-Major 1 unknown profile 4 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX EX EX 3 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
3

Top/Left EX EX EX 2 unknown profiles 2 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX EX EX 2 unknown profiles 2 person mixture

Experiment
4

Top/Left NE-Major EX EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX EX EX 2 unknown profiles 2 person mixture

Experiment
5

Top/Left NE NE NE 1 unknown profile 4 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX NE EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Table areas-
participant 2

Experiment
1

Top/Left EX NE-Major EX 2 unknown profiles;
unknown profile B*

3 person mixture

Bottom/
Right

NE-Minor EX EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
2

Top/Left EX NE-Major EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX EX EX 1 unknown profile Single source

Experiment
3

Top/Left EX EX NE-Minor 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX EX NE-Minor 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
4

Top/Left NE-Minor EX EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

NE-Minor EX EX 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
5

Top/Left EX EX EX 1 unknown profile Partial single source
Bottom/
Right

EX NE EX 3 unknown profiles;
unknown profile K

4 person mixture

Table areas-
participant 3

Experiment
1

Top/Left n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile
Bottom/
Right

EX EX NE-Minor 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Experiment
2

Top/Left EX EX EX Unknown profile D Single source
Bottom/
Right

EX EX EX 1 unknown profile Single source

Experiment
3

Top/Left EX EX NE-Minor 2 unknown profiles;
unknown profile E

3 person mixture

Bottom/
Right

EX EX NE-Major 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Surface Experiment Participant
1

Participant
2

Participant
3

Unknown profiles Notes

Experiment
4

Top/Left EX EX EX 2 unknown profiles 2 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

NE-Minor EX EX 2 unknown profiles;
unknown profile C

3 person mixture

Experiment
5

Top/Left EX NE-Minor NE-Major 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture
Bottom/
Right

EX EX NE 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Glass-participant
1

Experiment
1

NE-Major EX EX Unknown profile A 2 person mixture

Experiment
2

n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile

Experiment
3

NE EX EX None Single source profile

Experiment
4

NE-Major EX EX Unknown profile C 2 person mixture

Experiment
5

NE-Major NE-Minor EX None 2 person mixture

Glass-participant
2

Experiment
1

NE-Minor NE-Major EX None 2 person mixture

Experiment
2

EX NE EX None Single source profile

Experiment
3

NE-Minor NE-Major EX None 2 person mixture

Experiment
4

NE-Minor NE-Major EX None 2 person mixture

Experiment
5

EX NE-Major EX Unknown Profile K 2 person mixture

Glass-participant
3

Experiment
1

EX EX NE None Single source profile

Experiment
2

EX EX NE None Single source profile

Experiment
3

EX EX NE-Major Unknown profile E 2 person mixture

Experiment
4

EX EX NE-Major Unknown profile C 2 person mixture

Experiment
5

EX NE-Minor NE-Major 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture

Jug body Experiment
1

n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile

Experiment
2

EX NE EX None Partial single source profile

Experiment
3

NE-Major NE-Minor EX None 2 person mixture

Experiment
4

NE-Minor NE-Major NE-Minor None 3 person mixture

Experiment
5

EX NE-Major EX 2 unknown profiles;
unknown profile K

3 person mixture

Jug handle Experiment
1

NE-Major NE-Minor NE-Major 3 unknown profiles;
unknown profile A*

6 person mixture

Experiment
2

NE-Major NE-Minor NE-Major None 3 person mixture

Experiment
3

NE NE NE None 3 person mixture

Experiment
4

NE-Major NE-Major NE-Major None 3 person mixture

Experiment
5

EX NE NE None 2 person mixture

Hands-
Participant 1

Experiment
2

Left n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile
Right n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile

Experiment
3

Left n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile
Right NE-Major NE-Minor EX 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture

Experiment
4

Left NE-Major EX EX 1 unknown profile- partial 2 person mixture
Right NE-Major EX EX 1 unknown profile 2 person mixture

Experiment
5

Left n/a n/a n/a n/a No DNA profile
Right NE NE EX 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture

Hands-
Participant 2

Experiment
2

Left EX NE-Major NE-Minor 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture
Right n/a n/a n/a n/a 12 person mixture; not interpreted

Experiment
3

Left EX NE-Major EX 1 unknown profile 2 person mixture
Right EX NE-Major EX 1 unknown profile 2 person mixture

Experiment
4

Left EX NE-Major EX 1 unknown profile 2 person mixture
Right EX NE-Major EX 1 unknown profile 2 person mixture

Experiment Left EX NE-Minor NE-Major 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture
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Table 1 (continued)

Surface Experiment Participant
1

Participant
2

Participant
3

Unknown profiles Notes

5 Right EX NE NE Unknown profile K 2 person mixture

Hands-
Participant 3

Experiment
2

Left NE-Minor EX NE None 2 person mixture
Right NE-Minor EX NE 1 unknown profile 3 person mixture

Experiment
3

Left EX EX NE None Single source profile

Right EX EX NE-Major 2 unknown profiles;
Unknown profile E

3 person mixture

Experiment
4

Left EX EX NE-Major 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Right NE-Minor EX NE-Major Unknown profile C 3 person mixture
Experiment
5

Left EX EX NE-Major 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

Right EX EX NE-Major 2 unknown profiles 3 person mixture

NE – not excluded; EX – excluded.
u/k – unknown profile.
Note: if major/minor contribution was not recorded with the associate non exclusion, approximately even contributions from all contributors were observed.
Note: profiles not derived from any of the participants but clearly detected on more than one surface were identified as ‘‘unknown profile’’ and coded with a letter to indicate
if from the same source where possible.
Note: the number of contributors tabulated is a minimum number of contributors required to explain the DNA result obtained.

* Unknown profiles A and B matched two unknown profiles obtained from the chair arms control samples.
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Fig. 2. Secondary and further transfer of Participant 1’s profile in Experiment 4 via the contacts made by the participants with associated tested surfaces (with arrows
indicating the contacts made and the sequence of the contacts numbered) (Section 3.2.8). Note: only actions that may have led to secondary and further DNA transfer were
depicted in the figure; further information regarding all of the actions and contacts by all of the participants is available in the Supplementary Table 1. ⁄During action 10,
Participant 2 touched the underside of the glass and placed it onto the right segment of the table. This is an additional and/or alternative means to action 11 of how
Participant 1’s profile arrived on the right segment of the table. Alternatively, as part of action 11 coincided with action 10, this may have resulted in the transfer of Participant
1’s profile to the right segment of the table, and then to the underside of the glass that was placed onto it.
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3.2.4. Glasses
The glasses were contacted 1–8 times by the participants rang-

ing in duration from 10 s to 16 min 50 s. No DNA was detected on
one of the glasses (6.7%). Of interest, the holder of this glass
remained in contact with the glass for most of the experiment (Par-
ticipant 1 in Experiment 2). One of the only other two surfaces Par-
ticipant 1 touched (with the same hand) was the jug handle for
55 s at the 19th minute mark of the experiment. The handle of
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the jug in this experiment generated a three person mixture and
Participant 1 was not excluded as a major contributor. Notably,
Participant 1 coughed immediately prior to this contact and cov-
ered his mouth with the hand that was used to handle the jug. It
is possible that the DNA deposited onto the handle was from the
saliva source due to coughing; however saliva tests were not per-
formed in this experiment so this could not be confirmed. In addi-
tion, Participant 1 did not touch chair handles during the
experiment, but placed both arms onto the left segment of the
table in front of them at the 18th minute (for 1 min) of the exper-
iment and was not excluded as a minor contributor to the four per-
son mixture obtained from this area. A review of the recordings
showed that there was no direct skin contact between the Partici-
pant 1’s arms and the table and only the sleeves of their top con-
tacted the left segment. The hand swabs from this participant
generated negative DNA quantification results and did not provide
any DNA profiles. Interestingly, Participant 1 was not excluded as a
minor contributor to the DNA profiles obtained from the hands of
another participant. Notably, this other participant touched the
handle of the jug at the 19th minute (30 s) of the experiment,
immediately after Participant 1.

Single source profiles matching the holder of the glass were
obtained in 26.7% of the glass samples. The remaining samples
(with the exception of one sample that was a three person mix-
ture) were mixtures from two people where the holder of the glass
was not excluded. Of these two person mixtures, 44.4% also con-
tained DNA from another participant that was not in contact with
the glass and 55.6% DNA from unknown individuals. The three per-
son mixture obtained from one of the glasses contained DNA from
the holder (Participant 3, Experiment 5), another participant and
an unknown individual. One such unknown profile obtained from
a two person mixture also matched the unknown profile recovered
from the table, the jug handle, as well as the control and experi-
mental samples taken from the chair arms (all related to the same
participant) (Participant 1, Experiment 1; Fig. 1); another matched
an unknown profile recovered from the hand of the participant and
the table nearest to the participant (Participant 3, Experiment 3);
another matched an unknown profile recovered from the hand of
the participant using the glass, table area nearest to the partici-
pant, as well as another glass (not used by the participant) (Partic-
ipant 3, Experiment 4; Fig. 2); and another matched the hand, jug
body, and the table area nearest to the participant (Participant 2,
Experiment 5). The remaining unknown profile was not able to
be traced to other tested surfaces.

3.2.5. Jug body
The jug body was contacted 0–1 times by the participants rang-

ing in duration from 5 to 40 s. Of the five jug body samples, no DNA
was detected in one of the samples (Experiment 1) and a partial
DNA profile matching the only holder was obtained in Experiment
2. Review of the recordings showed that in Experiment 1, where no
DNA was detected, the body of the jug had not been touched and in
Experiment 2, where only a partial profile was obtained, the body
of the jug was only touched briefly, early in the experiment (5th
minute; Supplementary Table 1). Mixtures of DNA from two and
three contributors were obtained from the jug body in the other
three experiments.

One three person mixture matched all the participants yet the
jug body was only touched by two participants, one at 7th and
the other at 16th minute mark of the experiment (Experiment 4).
Of note, the last person to come into contact with the jug in this
experiment was not the major contributor to the mixture. It is pos-
sible that the profile of the participant that did not touch the body
of the jug (Participant 1) may have been transferred by one of the
other participants via the handle (Supplementary Table 1;
Section 3.2.8).
The two person mixture matched two of the participants and
review of the recordings showed that the jug was touched once
by each of these participants (Participant 1 at the 9th minute mark
and Participant 2 at the 18th minute mark of Experiment 3 (Sup-
plementary Table 1). Similarly to the three person mixture
obtained in Experiment 4, the last person to come in contact with
the jug body in this experiment was not the person who left the
majority of the DNA. Whilst it’s most likely that participants to last
touch the jug were poor DNA donors on these occasions, it is also
possible that they collected DNA from others on their hands and
then transferred this DNA to the jug body late in the experiment
(16th and 18th minute of Experiments 4 and 3, respectively). Con-
ceivably, the DNA of the participants detected as major contribu-
tors on the jug body may have resulted from the combination of
tertiary transfer from the jug handle via the hands of the partici-
pants last to touch this item and primary transfer directly to the
tested surface.

In regards to the remaining three person mixture (Experiment
5), review of recordings showed that while each of the participants
touched the jug once (at 10 s, 12 min and 13 min 40 s of the exper-
iment), the three person mixture obtained from this jug matched
only one of the participants and contained two unknown profiles.
Notably, the participant whose profile was detected in this sample
was the last person to touch the jug.
3.2.6. Jug handle
The jug handle was contacted 1–4 times by the participants

(and at least once by each of the participants in each of the exper-
iments) ranging in duration from 15 s to 2 min 5 s (Supplementary
Table 1).

Mixtures of DNA from three contributors were obtained from
the jug handle in Experiments 2–4 and a two person mixture
was obtained in Experiment 5; these mixtures matched the partic-
ipant profiles in all instances.

In one of the experiments (Experiment 1) a mixture of DNA
from 6 people was obtained from which all the participants were,
again, not excluded. The unknown profile recovered from the chair
in both the control and experimental samples, was also detected in
this mixed DNA sample.
3.2.7. Hands
Most of the contacts were performed using the right hand

which was the dominant hand for all the participants (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). In all instances where DNA was detected in the hand
samples, the owner of the hand was always a major contributor.
Also, in majority of instances the dominant hand contained more
complex mixtures and more unknown alleles (Table 1).

In 4.2% of the samples a complete single source profile matching
the person from whom the sample was taken was obtained. In
45.8% of the samples mixtures from two or three contributors
(including the owner of the hand) were obtained; all other partic-
ipants were excluded from these mixtures. Two of the unknown
profiles obtained from these mixtures matched two of the
unknown profiles that were detected on the glass, table and/or
jug samples. In 29.2% of the samples, mixtures from two or three
contributors (including the owner of the hand) and one other par-
ticipant were obtained. One of the unknown profiles obtained from
these mixtures matched the unknown profile that was detected in
the glass sample. Notably, this unknown profile was also detected
on the glass that the owner of the hand (vector) was not in contact
with. It is feasible that this DNA profile was transferred between
the hand and the glass via the jug with the most likely starting
point being the participant’s hand, as no DNA was detected on
the control swabs of the glasses and the jug (Experiment 4). How-
ever, this profile was not detected in the jug sample.
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No DNA was obtained from four of the hand samples (16.6%)
(Note: these samples also gave negative quantification results).
Two of these samples were obtained from the left and right hand
of one of the participants (Participant 1) in Experiment 2 (see Sec-
tion 3.2.4 for discussion of this finding). The other two samples
were obtained from the left hand (non-dominant) of a person
who participated in two different experiments (Participant 1,
Experiments 3 and 5).

Finally, one sample (4.2%) produced a mixture originating from
12 people and was not interpreted due to its complexity. This par-
ticipant (Participant 2) came into contact with a number of items
during the experiment (Experiment 2) including glass, chair, jug
and jug handle, table and own items, none of which (with the
exception of own items which were not sampled) produced a 12
person mixture (Supplementary Table 1). Notably, one of these
‘‘own’’ items was the last surface touched by the participant during
the experiment and prior to hand swabs being taken. Thus the
complexity of the mixture obtained from the right hand of this par-
ticipant is either a consequence of the contacts and actions of the
participant in question just prior to commencement of the experi-
ment that was not entirely transferred to the touched items during
the sitting or, more likely, due to the complex mixture being pres-
ent on the personal item touched late in the experiment. However,
as personal items were not sampled and no information regarding
possible contacts and actions by participant before the experiment
was collected, this could not be further verified.

3.2.8. Analysis of transfer steps
All contact situations observed (from video analyses) among the

participants and objects during the five sittings are summarized in
Supplementary Table 1. This data can be used to infer how DNA got
to where it was found (Table 1) and/or show that even though con-
tacts were observed among particular hands/objects this did not
always mean that full profiles of participants involved were gener-
ated from these object(s). As an illustration, Figs. 1 and 2 provide
diagrammatic representations of contact situations among hands
and objects in two specific situations within the experiments
conducted.

Analysis of contacts associated with Participants 1 and 2 in
Experiment 1 (Fig. 1) allowed insight into how the unknown
DNA profiles A and B were observed on a number of objects via sec-
ondary and further transfer (Table 1).

An unknown profile A was detected on the chair (control and
experimental samples), glass and left and right segments of the
table associated with Participant 1 as well as jug handle. Record-
ings showed Participant 1 touching each of these surfaces with
the exception of the right table segment shortly after touching
the chair. It is, thus, likely that the unknown profile A was trans-
ferred from the chair via the hand to these three objects during
these contacts. Interestingly, the right segment of the table did
not come into contact with the hands of Participant 1, yet
unknown profile A was detected on this surface. It is likely to have
been transferred when the glass was handled for the last time at
the 19th minute mark where it was observed that Participant 1
touched the underside of the glass and then placed it onto the right
segment of the table. Notably, it was the only time the glass was
placed on that side of the table and no other items touched it.

The unknown profile B was a minor component of the mixture
of DNA detected on the chair (control and experimental samples)
and left table segment (Table 1). It is possible that it was trans-
ferred to the table via Participant 2’s hand soon after Participant
2 touched the chair (and nothing in between) (Fig. 1). The next
experimental item to be touched after the chair was the glass
approximately 2 min after the chair was contacted, but unknown
profile B was not detected on it. It is possible that this profile
was present in trace quantities on the hand of Participant 2 and
was transferred to the first surface being touched (the left segment
of the table), not leaving enough detectable DNA for further trans-
fer. The second contact between the hand and the chair occurred
during the 9th minute for 10 s, with no further contact with other
surfaces until the 15th minute when the hand again touched the
glass. Conceivably, the unknown profile B was potentially drowned
out by Participant 2’s DNA in the time that the chair and glass were
touched (Fig. 1).

Analysis of contacts associated with Participants 1 and 2 in
Experiment 4 (Fig. 2) allowed insight into how the DNA profile of
Participant 1 was observed on a number of objects associated with
Participant 2 including left and right table segments, the glass and
the chair that Participant 1 did not directly contact (Table 1). Nota-
bly, the DNA quantities recovered from Participant 1 (hand swabs)
were approximately 20% greater than the quantities obtained from
the other two participants in this experiment.

Recordings showed direct contact of Participant 1’s hand and
the associated chair, the jug handle (only item touched by both
participants) and the participant’s glass. In two instances Partici-
pant 2 has touched the jug handle a short time after Participant
1, and this was a likely mode of transfer between these two partic-
ipants. While the left side of the table was contacted by Participant
2 twice during the experiment, the initial contact was made prior
to this participant touching the jug handle and thus could not have
resulted in transfer of Participant 1’s DNA. However, the second
and last contact of Participant 2 with this area occurred immedi-
ately after Participant 1 has touched the handle. Notably, while
the entire contact lasted 2 min and 5 s the palm of the hand was
only in contact with the table for the initial 20 s, with the remain-
ing contact occurring mostly with the sleeve of Participant 2’s top.
This brief skin contact may account for inability to detect DNA
from Participant 2 on the left segment. The right table segment
was only contacted once by this participant late in the experiment
and again only briefly with the palm of the hand (with most con-
tact occurring with the sleeve of the top). However, Participant
2’s glass was placed on this side of the table after the only contact
with this item at the 16th minute of the experiment. Recordings
showed that Participant 2 has touched the underside of the glass
while handling it, possibly transferring some of the Participant
1’s DNA to the underside and then to the right table segment via
quaternary transfer. Alternatively, DNA of Participant 1 may have
been first transferred to the right segment of the table and then
to the underside of the glass, also via quaternary transfer (Fig. 2).

Similarly, chair arms and the glass were touched by Participant
2 shortly after handling the jug handle, most likely transferring
DNA of Participant 1 in this manner.

The jug body was touched by Participant 2 at the 7th minute
mark, but was not touched by Participant 1. Interestingly, the pro-
file of Participant 1 was detected on the body of the jug. One likely
mode of transfer of Participant 1’s DNA to the jug body is via the
jug handle that was handled first by Participant 1 and then Partic-
ipant 2 at around the 5–6 min (Fig. 2). Furthermore, Participant 2
was the major contributor to the DNA profile detected on the jug
body, yet Participant 3, the minor contributor to this mixture,
was the last person to touch this surface (at 16th minute).
4. Discussion

The results of these experiments show that, in many instances
the last person or the only person to come in contact with an object
was the main or the only contributor of the DNA detected on it.

Interestingly, in some instances the last person to touch the
tested surface was not the main contributor to the mixtures
obtained. These results support the hypothesis that some individ-
uals may deposit more DNA than others when touching a surface
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[7,9,18] even though other factors such as differences in manner of
contact [2,3] may also play a role. Another consideration is the size
of the item in question. For instance, the jug body is a relatively
large surface compared to the jug handle and, thus, any DNA
deposited is more likely to remain on this surface and not be
replaced due to the reduced chance of subsequent contacts with
exactly the same areas on the item.

Furthermore, it was also found that in some instances the par-
ticipants acted as vectors for foreign DNA transfer. While transfer
of participants DNA was detected in a number of instances, further
evidence of DNA transfer was evident through the detection of the
unknown DNA profiles on a number of experimental items and
surfaces. This non-self DNA was possibly present on the hands
prior to experiment commencement or alternatively picked-up
during the experiment from the ‘‘dirty’’ objects/surfaces. This is
supported by a number of studies which show that hands can con-
tain non-self DNA [19–26]. An example of this was the multi-step
transfer of DNA in experiment 1 where DNA from the chair arm
was picked up by a participant’s hand and transferred to other
experimental surfaces. In the five experiments, detectable second-
ary and further DNA transfer of the participants DNA was observed
in 36% of the samples (data excluding samples that failed during
processing, complex un-interpretable mixtures and samples taken
from jug body and jug handle). Multiple transfer events were
observed in some of these samples. It should be noted that this
transfer rate may be greater, as in some instances the results
obtained from the tested items contained mixtures that could
not be separated into individual components. While these mixed
profiles could still be assessed against the profiles of the partici-
pants, other unknown profiles introduced during the experiment
could not be easily identified.

While in the majority of situations the holder/sitter was the
major contributor to the DNA detected (i.e. the primary depositor)
and the transferred DNA profile from other participants was
detected as a minor component, there were several samples where
the transferred DNA was a major component.

Logically, the most likely vector for multi-step transfer of
unknown DNA was the jug and the jug handle; however these
objects contained DNA mostly from the participants. It is possible
that the unknown DNA was in small or trace quantities on these
‘‘high traffic’’ surfaces and was drowned out or replaced by the par-
ticipants DNA in comparison to the less touched or ‘‘low traffic’’
surfaces such as the table.

The experiments also show that in many instances no detect-
able DNA transfer was evident even when transfer opportunities
were clearly observed from participant interactions. Furthermore,
recordings in combination with the analysis of DNA results, dem-
onstrated that in many instances even a simple primary contact
did not result in detectable deposit of participant’s own DNA. For
example, in Experiment 4, one of participants contacted a table
segment twice for a significant time period, yet no DNA from this
participant was detected in the sample collected from the table.
Similarly, in Experiment 2, Participant 1 remained in contact with
the glass for the majority of the experiment duration, yet no DNA
profile was obtained from this item.

This set of experiments, although designed to mimic normal
everyday interactions was restricted by the experimental environ-
ment including new and pre-cleaned items and the limited number
of items introduced. Because all the participants were known and
their profiles available for comparison and elimination, we were
able to analyze the results from the types of mixtures that may
not have been so easily resolvable if these profiles were not avail-
able. In real life situations the environment is far from clean [8,18],
the number of different items present is likely to be greater and
have a wider variety of handling histories, and as such, may con-
tain many different sources of DNA that could greatly complicate
interpretation of results.

Morgan et al. [27] performed a series of similar experiments
examining the transfer of UV powder. A central difference with
our experiments is that while Morgan et al. introduced UV powder
via a single individual into the experimental setting, in this study
each participant was the source of their own DNA as well as a vec-
tor for the transfer of other ‘‘unknown’’ DNA. Whilst the setting in
our study was simpler with fewer transfer opportunities it does
appear that DNA did not transfer as readily as UV powder. When
considering the transmission of DNA, factors such as the type of
biological material, the type of surfaces contacting each other
and the manner of contact may play significant roles in the transfer
outcome. Different surfaces may retain and transfer DNA differ-
ently depending on the presentence or absence of grooves and
fibers, chemical interactions between the surfaces and the biolog-
ical material/DNA molecule as well as extraction and sampling dif-
ferences based on the substrate type and different detection
sensitivities of the two systems. These interactions are likely to
be different with UV powder and consequently impact transfer
differently.

For the UV powder transmission, the number of contacts made
by the initial contaminant was shown to be important with
increased number of contacts leading to an increased chance of
trace detection, while the number of contacts was not shown to
be as important during the transmission of DNA. In the present
study this is best illustrated in the results obtained for the jug han-
dle. It was touched multiple times, with some participants touch-
ing it more frequently than others and for longer time periods,
yet it did not in all instances lead to greater transfer. Conversely,
in some instances even a single contact resulted in detectable
transfer.

However, similarly to the UV powder study, present study dem-
onstrated that communally used objects can serve as ‘‘reservoirs’’
of trace material available for DNA transfer, albeit to a lesser
degree. The comparisons between the two studies indicate that
UV powder cannot be substituted for DNA when investigating
the phenomenon of DNA transfer.

While some may argue that DNA transfer is highly variable
and difficult to fully understand [28], we believe that in many
situations useful inferences regarding DNA transfer can be made
and advocate further research to help improve the accuracy and
scope of situations in which useful interpretations can be made.
Although it may be easier not to address questions relating to
transfer in court, there is an expectation by the legal commu-
nity that such issues should be within the DNA expert’s
domain. A recent publication by Champod [29] raised two ques-
tions regarding DNA transfer: (1) Is it the role of the scientist to
offer expertise on issue of the DNA transfer and its probability?
and (2) Can the scientist provide a reasonable answer on such
probabilities with the current state of knowledge? The author
was adamant that such notions are indeed within the forensic
biologist province stating ‘‘. . .it is definitely the role of the
forensic scientist to provide as much guidance to the tier of
facts if the knowledge he/she may bring is outside the general
knowledge of the courts and relevant to the task at hand. Shy-
ing away from this duty on the ground that considerations
regarding transfer of trace DNA is less known than source level
DNA statistics is not acceptable’’. As to the second question, the
author states ‘‘. . .experience constitutes a poor substitute to a
systematic and structured acquisition of data. Any scientist
offering views as to his/her expectations for the forensic find-
ings under given case-related circumstances should be able to
put forward documented set of controlled experiments whose
relevancy to the case under dispute can be argued’’ [29]. On
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this point, the results obtained here add to the growing knowl-
edge base on DNA transfer and further our understanding of the
topic.
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